Commitment to Learn

~That Moment and Thereafter When a Student Fully Commits to Learn and Earn the Benefit of Higher Education

Please read the article at the following link
<http://www.educause.edu/ero/article/commitment-learning-attention-engagement-and-next-generation>
and consider how Clark College helps students make the commitment to learn today and what we will need to do in the future. Use the following questions to facilitate your group's discussion of commitment to learn at Clark College. Be sure to take notes of the discussion and email them to Cindy Heck (check@clark.edu). Also, please be sure to select a representative to attend one of the college-wide meetings on Tuesday, February 25th in GHL 213 OR Friday, February 28th in GHL 213 to share your discussion.

1. What do you do to help students make a commitment to learn?
2. How can Clark College support each student make the commitment to learn?

3. What resources are needed for Clark College to support each student make the commitment to learn?